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Bill Kristol has some needed advice for Romney.  
Remember Michael Dukakis (1988) and John Kerry (2004)? It's possible to lose a winnable 
presidential election to a vulnerable incumbent in the White House (or in the case of 1988, a 
sitting vice president). So, speaking of losing candidates from Massachusetts: Is it too much to 
ask Mitt Romney to get off autopilot and actually think about the race he's running? 

Adopting a prevent defense when it's only the second quarter and you're not even ahead is 
dubious enough as a strategy. But his campaign's monomaniacal belief that it's about the 
economy and only the economy, and that they need to keep telling us stupid voters that it's only 
about the economy, has gone from being an annoying tick to a dangerous self-delusion. ... 

  
  
Charles Krauthammer on the new imperial presidency.  
... Obama’s presumption is Olympian. He takes America into a war in Libya with U.N. approval 
but none from Congress. Yet that awful Bush had the constitutional decency to twice seek and 
gain congressional approval before he initiated hostilities. 

The Department of Health and Human Services issues Obamacare regulations treading so 
heavily on the free-exercise rights of Catholic institutions that Obama’s own allies rebel. The 
new regulation concocted to tame the firestorm blithely orders private insurers to provide free 
contraceptives to employees of the objecting religious institutions. By what possible authority 
does a president order private companies to provide free services? To say nothing of the 1,200 
Obamacare waivers granted with royal arbitrariness according to the (political) whims of an HHS 
secretary.  

And now immigration. Obama adopts a policy of major non-enforcement of the immigration law 
— a variant of the very Dream Act he could not get through even a Democratic Congress — and 
promulgates it unilaterally, while his Justice Department claims the right to invalidate state laws 
that might in some way impinge on that very non-enforcement. 

The Republican presidential campaign centers on the ineffectiveness of this administration: 
failure at home, passivity abroad. A fine electoral strategy. But as citizens we should be grateful. 
Given the administration’s extravagant ambitions, incompetence is its saving grace. 

  
  
Kimberley Strassel expands on the subject.  
The ObamaCare litigation is history, with the president's takeover of the health sector deemed 
constitutional. Now we can focus on the rest of the Obama imperial presidency.  

Where, you are wondering, have you recently heard that term? Ah, yes. The "imperial 
presidency" of George W. Bush was a favorite judgment of the left about our 43rd president's 
conduct in war, wiretapping and detentions. Yet say this about Mr. Bush: His aggressive reading 



of executive authority was limited to the area where presidents are at their core power—the 
commander-in-chief function.  

By contrast, presidents are at their weakest in the realm of domestic policy—subject to checks 
and balances, co-equal to the other branches. Yet this is where Mr. Obama has granted himself 
unprecedented power. The health law and the 2009 stimulus package were unique examples of 
Mr. Obama working with Congress. The more "persistent pattern," Matthew Spalding recently 
wrote on the Heritage Foundation blog, is "disregard for the powers of the legislative branch in 
favor of administrative decision making without—and often in spite of—congressional action."  

Put another way: Mr. Obama proposes, Congress refuses, he does it anyway.  

For example, Congress refused to pass Mr. Obama's Dream Act, which would provide a path to 
citizenship for some not here legally. So Mr. Obama passed it himself with an executive order 
that directs officers to no longer deport certain illegal immigrants. This may be good or humane 
policy, yet there is no reading of "prosecutorial discretion" that allows for blanket immunity for 
entire classes of offenders. ... 

  
  
Mark Steyn thinks big government is going to fail here.  
... Insofar as it works at all, Big Government works best in small, highly developed, northern 
Continental nation states with a sufficiently homogeneous population to have sufficiently 
common interests. You can get by with it for a while in Mediterranean Europe, mainly because 
of a somewhat desultory attitude to the rule of law: in Italy and Greece, there are prohibitions 
against everything, but nobody obeys them and so, after a fashion, life goes on. Anglophone 
nations are generally disposed to abide by the law, and so, if there are a bazillion regulations, 
the average citizen will make a sincere effort to comply. But if you're, say, Australia and you're 
attempting to design a health care system for 20 million people across an entire continent, it's 
just about doable. 

But no advanced society has ever attempted Big Government for a third of a billion people – for 
the simple reason that it cannot be done without creating a nation with the black-hole finances of 
Stockton, California, and the Black-Hole-of-Calcutta fetid, airless, sweatbox utility services of 
Rockville, Maryland. Thanks to Obamacare, in matters of health provision, whether you're in 
favor of socialized medicine or truly private health care, Swedes and Italians are now freer than 
Americans: They have a state system and a private system, and both are relatively simple. 
What's simple in micro-regulated America? In health care, we now have what's nominally a 
private system encrusted with so many statist barnacles that it no longer functions as either a 
private or state system. Thus, Obamacare embodies the strange no-man's-land of statism 
American-style: The U.S. is no longer a land of republican virtue and self-reliant citizens but it's 
not headed for the sunlit uplands of Scandinavia, either. ... 

  
David Harsanyi spots some Ray LaHood nonsense.   
It’s not every day you hear a cabinet member praising authoritarians abroad. Then again, 
Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood unleashes so many preposterous statements he makes 
Joe Biden look like a high priest of Vulcan. 



In my career, I’ve been lucky enough to meet cabinet members, governors, senators and even a 
few presidential candidates, but, honestly, I’ve never met anyone less impressive at the higher 
levels of government than LaHood. When I listened to him claim that commercial flying was a 
perilous mode of transportation, heard him say that bullet trains would soon replace cars and 
claim that building more bike lanes would solve the congestion problems in major cities … well, 
how can I put this: giving someone this silly a cabinet position should be an impeachable 
offense. Remember this is the guy who recklessly, and without evidence, suggested Americans 
“stop driving” Toyotas for safety reasons right in the middle of the debate over the General 
Motors rescue. ... 

  
  
  
Alana Goodman writes about Romney's $100 million month and the voters view of 
Obama as the extremist.  

This might explain what President Obama was so worried about during his frantic Air Force One 
plea for donations last weekend: 

The Romney campaign, along with its Romney Victory fund and the Republican National 
Committee, raised more than $100 million in June, obliterating the campaign’s goal and setting 
the one-month record for any Republican campaign, according to a GOP official. ... 

... If President Obama has sounded nostalgic for his 2008 opponent John McCain lately, it’s 
because he’s trying to make the case that the once-moderate Republican Party has fallen into 
the hands of extremists like Mitt Romney (cue skeptical side-eye). But according to a 
Rasmussen poll, likely voters are not buying it. Forty-seven percent say Obama’s views are 
“extreme” while just 31 percent say the same about Romney: ... 
  

 
 
 

  
  
Weekly Standard 
Dukakis, Kerry ... Romney? 
by William Kristol 

Remember Michael Dukakis (1988) and John Kerry (2004)? It's possible to lose a winnable 
presidential election to a vulnerable incumbent in the White House (or in the case of 1988, a 
sitting vice president). So, speaking of losing candidates from Massachusetts: Is it too much to 
ask Mitt Romney to get off autopilot and actually think about the race he's running? 

Adopting a prevent defense when it's only the second quarter and you're not even ahead is 
dubious enough as a strategy. But his campaign's monomaniacal belief that it's about the 
economy and only the economy, and that they need to keep telling us stupid voters that it's only 
about the economy, has gone from being an annoying tick to a dangerous self-delusion. 



As Frank Cannon and Jeff Bell, among others, have pointed out, the economy is not an 
automatic path to victory. It does provide a favorable backdrop for this year's campaign. But 
what are voters to think when they hear the GOP nominee say, as he did yesterday to CBS’s 
Jan Crawford, "As long as I continue to speak about the economy, I'm going to win"? That 
they're dopes who don't know the economy's bad, but as long as the Romney campaign keeps 
instructing them that it is bad, they'll react correctly and vote the incumbent out of office?  

The economy is of course important. But voters want to hear what Romney is going to do about 
the economy. He can "speak about" how bad the economy is all he wants—though Americans 
are already well aware of the economy's problems—but doesn't the content of what Romney 
has to say matter? What is his economic growth agenda? His deficit reform agenda? His health 
care reform agenda? His tax reform agenda? His replacement for Dodd-Frank? No need for any 
of that, I suppose the Romney campaign believes. Just need to keep on "speaking about the 
economy."   

The Romney campaign will answer that they're imitating Bill Clinton in 1992, who famously 
focused on "the economy, stupid." But Bill Clinton was a full spectrum presidential candidate, 
with detailed policy proposals on welfare reform, health care, education, and foreign policy. He 
also made real efforts to convince the voters he was different from the losing Democratic 
candidates who preceded him ("a new kind of Democrat," "ending welfare as we know it," a 
hawkish-sounding foreign policy, Sister Souljah, etc.). So far, the Romney campaign doesn't 
resemble the Clinton campaign. It seems to be following more comfortably in the tradition of the 
five post-Cold War Republican presidential candidates who preceded Romney. They received 
37.5 percent, 40.7 percent, 47.9 percent, 50.7 percent, and 45.7 percent of the vote, 
respectively. The average GOP presidential vote in these last five elections was 44.5 percent. In 
the last three, it was 48.1 percent. Give Romney an extra point for voter disillusionment with 
Obama, and a half-point for being better financed than his predecessors. It still strikes me as a 
path to (narrow) defeat. 

By the way, Romney made his comment about speaking about the economy on July 4th—a date 
that might suggest there's more to the American experiment than the economy.  

  
  
Washington Post 
The imperial presidency revisited 
by Charles Krauthammer 

Though overshadowed by the shocking Supreme Court decision on health care, the court’s 
Arizona immigration decision, issued three days earlier, remains far more significant than 
appreciated. It was generally viewed as mixed or ambiguous because the Justice Department 
prevailed in striking down three of the law’s provisions. However, regarding the law’s central and 
most controversial element — requiring officers to inquire into the immigration status of anyone 
picked up for some other violation — the ruling was definitive, indeed unanimous. 

No liberal-conservative divide here. The smackdown was 8-0. (Justice Elena Kagan recused 
herself.) Not a single justice found merit in the administration’s claim that this “show me your 
papers” provision constituted an impermissible preemption of federal authority. 



On what grounds unconstitutional? Presumably because state officials would be asking about 
the immigration status of all, rather than adhering to the federal enforcement priorities regarding 
which illegal aliens would not be subject to deportation.  

For example, under the Obama administration’s newly promulgated regulations, there’ll be no 
more deportation of young people brought here illegally as children (and meeting certain 
chronological criteria). Presumably, therefore, the Arizona law is invalid because an officer might 
be looking into the status of a young person the feds now classify as here legally.  

Beyond being logically ridiculous — if a state law is unconstitutional because it’s out of sync with 
the federal government’s current priorities, does it become constitutional again when federal 
policy changes? — this argument is “an astounding assertion of federal executive power,” writes 
Justice Samuel Alito in a concurrence. The Obama Justice Department is suggesting that “a 
state law may be pre-empted, not because it conflicts with a federal statute or regulation, but 
because it is inconsistent with a federal agency’s current enforcement priorities. Those priorities, 
however, are not law. They are nothing more than agency policy.”  

And there’s the rub: the Obama administration’s inability to distinguish policy from law. This 
becomes particularly perverse regarding immigration when, as Justice Antonin Scalia points out, 
what the administration delicately calls its priorities is quite simply a determination not to enforce 
the law as passed.  

This is what makes so egregious the Obama claim that Arizona is impermissibly undermining 
federal law. “To say, as the court does,” writes Scalia regarding those parts of the law struck 
down by the majority, “that Arizona contradicts federal law by enforcing applications of the 
Immigration Act that the president declines to enforce boggles the mind.” 

Consider this breathtaking cascade: An administration violates its constitutional duty to execute 
the law by deliberately refusing to enforce it. It then characterizes its non-enforcement as simply 
establishing priorities. It then tries to strike down a state law on immigration on the grounds that 
it contradicts federal law — by actually trying to enforce it! 

The logic is circular, oxymoronic and the very definition of executive overreach. During the Bush 
43 years, we were repeatedly treated to garment-rending about the imperial presidency, to 
major hyperventilation about the “unitary executive.” Yet the current administration’s 
imperiousness has earned little comparable attention. 

Perhaps because President Obama has been so ineffective. It’s hard to call someone imperial 
who’s failed so consistently. Or maybe not. You can surely be imperial and unsuccessful. 
Waterloo comes to mind. 

Regardless of results, however, Obama’s presumption is Olympian. He takes America into a 
war in Libya with U.N. approval but none from Congress. Yet that awful Bush had the 
constitutional decency to twice seek and gain congressional approval before he initiated 
hostilities. 

The Department of Health and Human Services issues Obamacare regulations treading so 
heavily on the free-exercise rights of Catholic institutions that Obama’s own allies rebel. The 
new regulation concocted to tame the firestorm blithely orders private insurers to provide free 



contraceptives to employees of the objecting religious institutions. By what possible authority 
does a president order private companies to provide free services? To say nothing of the 1,200 
Obamacare waivers granted with royal arbitrariness according to the (political) whims of an HHS 
secretary.  

And now immigration. Obama adopts a policy of major non-enforcement of the immigration law 
— a variant of the very Dream Act he could not get through even a Democratic Congress — and 
promulgates it unilaterally, while his Justice Department claims the right to invalidate state laws 
that might in some way impinge on that very non-enforcement. 

The Republican presidential campaign centers on the ineffectiveness of this administration: 
failure at home, passivity abroad. A fine electoral strategy. But as citizens we should be grateful. 
Given the administration’s extravagant ambitions, incompetence is its saving grace.  

  
  
WSJ 
Obama's Imperial Presidency  
When Congress won't do what he wants, he ignores it and acts anyway. 
by Kimberley Strassel  

The ObamaCare litigation is history, with the president's takeover of the health sector deemed 
constitutional. Now we can focus on the rest of the Obama imperial presidency.  

Where, you are wondering, have you recently heard that term? Ah, yes. The "imperial 
presidency" of George W. Bush was a favorite judgment of the left about our 43rd president's 
conduct in war, wiretapping and detentions. Yet say this about Mr. Bush: His aggressive reading 
of executive authority was limited to the area where presidents are at their core power—the 
commander-in-chief function.  

By contrast, presidents are at their weakest in the realm of domestic policy—subject to checks 
and balances, co-equal to the other branches. Yet this is where Mr. Obama has granted himself 
unprecedented power. The health law and the 2009 stimulus package were unique examples of 
Mr. Obama working with Congress. The more "persistent pattern," Matthew Spalding recently 
wrote on the Heritage Foundation blog, is "disregard for the powers of the legislative branch in 
favor of administrative decision making without—and often in spite of—congressional action."  

Put another way: Mr. Obama proposes, Congress refuses, he does it anyway.  

For example, Congress refused to pass Mr. Obama's Dream Act, which would provide a path to 
citizenship for some not here legally. So Mr. Obama passed it himself with an executive order 
that directs officers to no longer deport certain illegal immigrants. This may be good or humane 
policy, yet there is no reading of "prosecutorial discretion" that allows for blanket immunity for 
entire classes of offenders.  

Mr. Obama disagrees with federal law, which criminalizes the use of medical marijuana. 
Congress has not repealed the law. No matter. The president instructs his Justice Department 
not to prosecute transgressors. He disapproves of the federal Defense of Marriage Act, yet 
rather than get Congress to repeal it, he stops defending it in court. He dislikes provisions of the 



federal No Child Left Behind Act, so he asked Congress for fixes. That effort failed, so now his 
Education Department issues waivers that are patently inconsistent with the statute. 

Similarly, when Mr. Obama wants a new program and Congress won't give it to him, he creates 
it regardless. Congress, including Democrats, wouldn't pass his cap-and-trade legislation. His 
Environmental Protection Agency is now instituting it via a broad reading of the Clean Air Act. 
Congress, again including members of his own party, wouldn't pass his "card-check" legislation 
eliminating secret ballots in union elections. So he stacked the National Labor Relations Board 
(NLRB) with appointees who pushed through a "quickie" election law to accomplish much the 
same. Congress wouldn't pass "net neutrality" Internet regulations, so Mr. Obama's Federal 
Communications Commission did it unilaterally.  

In January, when the Senate refused to confirm Mr. Obama's new picks for the NLRB, he 
proclaimed the Senate to be in "recess" and appointed the members anyway, making a mockery 
of that chamber's advice-and-consent role. In June, he expanded the definition of "executive 
privilege" to deny House Republicans documents for their probe into the botched Fast and 
Furious drug-war operation, making a mockery of Congress's oversight responsibilities.  

This president's imperial pretensions extend into the brute force the executive branch has 
exercised over the private sector. The auto bailouts turned contract law on its head, as the 
White House subordinated bondholders' rights to those of its union allies. After the 2010 
Deepwater Horizon oil spill, the Justice Department leaked that it had opened a criminal probe 
at exactly the time the Obama White House was demanding BP suspend its dividend and cough 
up billions for an extralegal claims fund. BP paid. Who wouldn't?  

And it has been much the same in his dealings with the states. Don't like Arizona's plans to 
check immigration status? Sue. Don't like state efforts to clean up their voter rolls? Invoke the 
Voting Rights Act. Don't like state authority over fracking? Elbow in with new and imagined 
federal authority, via federal water or land laws.  

In so many situations, Mr. Obama's stated rationale for action has been the same: We tried 
working with Congress but it didn't pan out—so we did what we had to do. This is not only 
admission that the president has subverted the legislative branch, but a revealing insight into 
Mr. Obama's view of his own importance and authority.  

There is a rich vein to mine here for GOP nominee Mitt Romney. Americans have a sober 
respect for a balance of power, so much so that they elected a Republican House in 2010 to 
stop the Obama agenda. The president's response? Go around Congress and disregard the 
constitutional rule of law. What makes this executive overreach doubly unsavory is that it's often 
pure political payoff to special interests or voter groups. 

Mr. Obama came to office promising to deliver a new kind of politics. He did—his own, unilateral 
governance. 

  
  
 
 
 



Orange County Register 
Lights out for U.S.-style Big Government 
by Mark Steyn 

This weekend, I am thousands of miles from home in a remote and isolated part of the world 
with erratic communications and lack of basic services. No, not Washington, D.C. Things aren't 
that primitive, thank God. I'm in a rude Highland croft way up a far Scottish brae, enjoying the 
simple life by choice, rather than because the capital region of the global superpower is 
incapable of turning the lights back on within a week. 

Which is by way of saying that news from the imperial metropolis has reached me in fits and 
starts. The other morning it was the intriguing tidbit that Chief Justice John Roberts had written 
both the majority opinion in the Obamacare decision and the dissent. He is literally his own 
worst enemy. He's apparently the Mike Myers of the Supreme Court, able to play both Austin 
Powers and Dr. Evil, although it has to be said that he seems rather more at home as the 
bumbling swinger. If I understand correctly, the Chief Justice wrote the dissent back when it was 
the 5-4 majority opinion, and then, after switching sides, wrote the new majority opinion, and the 
four guys left holding the old majority opinion decided to leave it as is, presumably as a way of 
not so subtly underlining their total contempt for their squishy Chief. Fascinating stuff, I'm sure. 
An enterprising legal scholar should pitch it to Paramount as a high school musical or a 
particularly dysfunctional reality show. 

Meanwhile, back in the real world, East Coast municipalities were canceling Fourth of July 
celebrations because of lack of electricity. In a novel, this would be rather too obviously 
symbolic of the hyperpower at twilight, but truth is crasser than art. So we had the spectacle of 
Martin O'Malley, governor of Maryland, turning up on CBS' "Face The Nation" last Sunday as 
part of his not-so-subtle campaign for the 2016 Democratic presidential nomination. Across 
Montgomery County, his delirious constituents would have cheered, "President O'Malley? 
There's the answer to our nation's woes!" – except that their TVs weren't working, so they never 
saw him. Unless they jumped in their Chevy Volts and drove to ...oh, no, wait. 

I live in the North Country, so in a light breeze our power goes out. As I tell bewildered foreign 
visitors, "Think of rural New Hampshire as Baghdad outside the Green Zone." But suburban 
Maryland is inside the Green Zone, and still the power goes out. America's dysfunctional utility 
companies have a zillion explanations for this, but years ago I rode through the outskirts of D.C. 
with a Dutch tourist who marveled at the men digging up the sidewalk in densely populated 
neighborhoods to bury the new cable-TV wires while the sagging electric lines overhead 
continued to string their way from pole to pole, dodging tree branches, across town. It's a very 
American sight: "Telegraph cables sing down the highway, and travel each bend in the road..." 
("Moonlight In Vermont"). "I hear you singin' in the wire, I can hear you through the whine..." 
("Wichita Lineman"). In the rural hinterlands, power lines are a sign of civilization. A stone's 
through from the imperial metropolis, they're an emblem of civilizational decay. 

In recent years, speaking to audiences hither and yon, I'm wont to say something on the lines of 
"The lamps are going out on liberty all over the world." It's my update on a famous observation 
by Edward Grey, British Foreign Secretary, on the eve of the Great War. In August 1914, Sir 
Edward stood at his window in the summer dusk, and said, "The lamps are going out all over 
Europe." He was speaking metaphorically. After all, his remark was prompted by the sight of 
London's lamplighters going about their evening routine lighting the lamps in Whitehall. 



Metaphorically speaking, the lights of liberty were certainly dimmed by Roberts' hideously 
convoluted Supreme Court decision: I don't see why I should be fined $695 for declining to 
participate in an overpriced and dysfunctional "insurance" "market." 

But that's a philosophical argument, and most folks just want to get on with their lives. And in 
that sense last week's power outages are more relevant to where the U.S. is headed than what 
passes for John Roberts' thinking in his Obamacare opinion. It was a reminder, as if you needed 
one, that in the American twilight the lights will be going out, literally. Last week, as the East 
Coast was fading to black, the West Coast was sinking deeper into the red: Stockton, California, 
became the largest U.S. city to date to file for bankruptcy. America is seizing up before our 
eyes, and the action necessary to reverse the sclerosis is stymied at every turn by rapacious 
unions, government micro-regulators, dependency-spreading social engineers and crony 
capitalists who know how to weave their way through the bureaucracy. 

Insofar as it works at all, Big Government works best in small, highly developed, northern 
Continental nation states with a sufficiently homogeneous population to have sufficiently 
common interests. You can get by with it for a while in Mediterranean Europe, mainly because 
of a somewhat desultory attitude to the rule of law: in Italy and Greece, there are prohibitions 
against everything, but nobody obeys them and so, after a fashion, life goes on. Anglophone 
nations are generally disposed to abide by the law, and so, if there are a bazillion regulations, 
the average citizen will make a sincere effort to comply. But if you're, say, Australia and you're 
attempting to design a health care system for 20 million people across an entire continent, it's 
just about doable. 

But no advanced society has ever attempted Big Government for a third of a billion people – for 
the simple reason that it cannot be done without creating a nation with the black-hole finances of 
Stockton, California, and the Black-Hole-of-Calcutta fetid, airless, sweatbox utility services of 
Rockville, Maryland. Thanks to Obamacare, in matters of health provision, whether you're in 
favor of socialized medicine or truly private health care, Swedes and Italians are now freer than 
Americans: They have a state system and a private system, and both are relatively simple. 
What's simple in micro-regulated America? In health care, we now have what's nominally a 
private system encrusted with so many statist barnacles that it no longer functions as either a 
private or state system. Thus, Obamacare embodies the strange no-man's-land of statism 
American-style: The U.S. is no longer a land of republican virtue and self-reliant citizens but it's 
not headed for the sunlit uplands of Scandinavia, either. 

In their book "The Size Of Nations," Alberto Alesina and Enrico Spolaore argue that, if America 
were as centrally governed as France, it would have broken up long ago. But hey, that's no 
reason not to try it! In a land where everything else is supersized, why not government? 
Obituaries for the late Andy Griffith generally glossed over his career finale as a pitchman for 
Obamacare. But he was a canny choice to sell the unsellable, for is not "health" "care" "reform" 
the communitarian virtues of beloved small-town Mayberry writ large? The problem is, you can't 
write Mayberry large. And, if you attempt it, it leads not to Mayberry but to Stockton, California, 
and to a corrupt, dysfunctional swamp. A large Sweden is a contradiction in terms. It cannot be 
done, and the more determinedly you try to do it, the more you will preside over a ruined 
wasteland. The road to hell isn't paved at all, and the street lamps went out long ago. 

  
  



Human Events 
The high-speed nonsense of Ray Lahood 
by David Harsanyi 

It’s not every day you hear a cabinet member praising authoritarians abroad. Then again, 
Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood unleashes so many preposterous statements he makes 
Joe Biden look like a high priest of Vulcan. 

In my career, I’ve been lucky enough to meet cabinet members, governors, senators and even a 
few presidential candidates, but, honestly, I’ve never met anyone less impressive at the higher 
levels of government than LaHood. When I listened to him claim that commercial flying was a 
perilous mode of transportation, heard him say that bullet trains would soon replace cars and 
claim that building more bike lanes would solve the congestion problems in major cities … well, 
how can I put this: giving someone this silly a cabinet position should be an impeachable 
offense. Remember this is the guy who recklessly, and without evidence, suggested Americans 
“stop driving” Toyota for safety reasons right in the middle of the debate over the General 
Motors rescue. 

So, with that said, I’m not surprised to read that LaHood is busy admiring solution-based 
Chinese authoritarianism at Aspen Ideas Festival. 

“The Chinese are more successful [in building infrastructure] because in their country, only three 
people make the decision. In our country, 3,000 people do,” LaHood said in a short interview 
with The Cable on the sidelines of the 2012 Aspen Ideas Festival on June 30. “In a country 
where only three people make the decision, they can decide where to put their rail line, get the 
money, and do it. We don’t do it that way inAmerica.” 

“Two years ago, between 50 to 60 Republicans were elected to the House of Representatives to 
come to Washington to do nothing, and that’s what they’ve done and they’ve stopped any 
progress. Those people don’t have any vision about what the government can do. That’s been a 
real inhibitor in our ability to think outside the box and think big,” he said. 

The problem — beyond the idea of spending untold billions on the antiquated technology of 
static choo-choo trains — is that the three people making all these wonderful decisions in China 
now have a high-speed rail system plagued by failure, corruption, out-of-control costs and 
legitimate safety concerns. 

Listen, I’m sure American companies would create safe high-speed rail systems — we don’t 
want to engage in gratuitous scaremongering. And I’m not suggesting that three people can’t, 
theoretically speaking, make better decisions that 300 million people. What I am saying is that 
those in congress standing in the way of high-speed rail subsidies have a lot clearer vision 
about government actually does and costs than Ray LaHood. 

  
  
  
 
 
 



Contentions 
Romney’s $100 Million Month 
by Alana Goodman 

This might explain what President Obama was so worried about during his frantic Air Force One 
plea for donations last weekend: 

The Romney campaign, along with its Romney Victory fund and the Republican National 
Committee, raised more than $100 million in June, obliterating the campaign’s goal and setting 
the one-month record for any Republican campaign, according to a GOP official. 

Barack Obama raised $150 million as he was surging in September 2008, the record month for 
any campaign. 

This is huge for Romney. It’s a fundraising record for Republicans, and a big leap from the $77 
million he raised in May. Obama’s team already appeared to be overextending itself, breaking 
records for number of fundraisers attended all the way back in May and continuing the frantic 
pace through June. Still, the president’s fundraising total lagged behind Romney’s last month. 
The Obama campaign hasn’t released its latest numbers yet, but it’s hard to imagine it could top 
Romney after pulling in just $60 million in May (which was actually the biggest haul for Obama 
so far this election). The president has hit a ceiling. How can he possibly pencil in more 
fundraisers or send out more pleading emails than he already does? 

This news also seems to debunk the notion that Romney’s side lacks enthusiasm; Obama’s the 
one who appears to be trailing in that department. The Supreme Court health care decision was 
 a big boost for Romney (he racked up nearly $5 million in the 24 hours after the ruling). 
Meanwhile, Obama’s tax-the-rich rhetoric could be turning off pro-free market Democrats who 
supported his campaign in 2008. 

But never mind all that. Romney’s $100 million month is just an attempt at “distraction,” 
according to the Obama campaign: 

Ben LaBolt, Obama campaign national press secretary, issued this statement after Politico 
reported the $100-million month: “Mitt Romney is trying to distract from a week when he took 
contradictory positions on the freeloader penalty in the Affordable Care Act and we learned 
more about his offshore finances in Switzerland, Bermuda, and the Cayman Islands. 

“Americans are less concerned about how much money he raised to get himself elected and 
more interested in what he would do after repealing health reform, which he has refused to 
share, and why he won’t disclose the necessary tax returns that prove whether or not he paid 
any U.S. taxes on his shell corporation in Bermuda.” 

Uh, sure, that’s plausible. Romney needed to divert attention from his tax returns, and the 
easiest way to do it was to…raise a record-breaking $100 million dollars for his campaign? 
(Obama, of course, would never stoop to such stunts). 

  
  
 



Contentions 
Who’s the Real Extremist? 
by Alana Goodman 

If President Obama has sounded nostalgic for his 2008 opponent John McCain lately, it’s 
because he’s trying to make the case that the once-moderate Republican Party has fallen into 
the hands of extremists like Mitt Romney (cue skeptical side-eye). But according to a 
Rasmussen poll, likely voters are not buying it. Forty-seven percent say Obama’s views are 
“extreme” while just 31 percent say the same about Romney: 

A bare majority of voters still considers Mitt Romney in the political mainstream, while the 
number who think President Obama’s views are extreme has edged up for the second month in 
a row. A new Rasmussen Reports national telephone survey finds that 51percent of Likely U.S. 
Voters describe the political views of the presumptive Republican presidential candidate as 
mainstream. Thirty-one percent consider his views extreme. Eighteen percent are not sure. 

A large part of Obama’s campaign message relies on painting Romney as far-right and out-of-
touch. But the public is not buying it. The problem is that Romney does not fit the caricature of a 
raving right-winger. He has a measured speaking style and amiable demeanor; he was governor 
of one of the most liberal states in the country; and he worked with state Democrats on left-of-
center policies, including the Massachusetts precursor to Obama’s health care plan. He has 
conservative tendencies, but the idea that he’s the second coming of Barry Goldwater is not 
believable. 

Then there’s the contrast: Obama, for all his talk about bipartisan unity, has no record of 
crossing the aisle. This is a president who wouldn’t even reach out to Olympia Snowe. His 
signature achievement, ObamaCare, is a massive government overreach that’s unpopular with 
the majority of Americans. His policy prescriptions — on environmental regulations, the Israeli-
Palestinian negotiations, taxes, health care, defense cuts, oil production, etc. — range from left-
of-center to extreme left. Moderate Democrats are distancing themselves from him. In short, he 
has very little credibility to label someone like Romney “extreme” — which explains why the 
public isn’t going along with it. 

  
  
  
  



 
  

 



  

 
  

 
 


